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Figure 1. ∇SLAM (gradSLAM) is a fully differentiable dense simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system. The central idea
of ∇SLAM is to construct a computational graph representing every operation in a dense SLAM system. By proposing differentiable
alternatives to several (usually non-differentiable) components of SLAM (such as optimization, raycasting, etc.), we create a pathway for
gradient-flow from 3D map elements to sensor observations (here pixels), without impacting performance. We implement differentiable
variants of three classical SLAM systems that operate on voxels, surfels, and pointclouds respectively. We are excited about the prospects
that∇SLAM holds for spatially-grounded gradient-based learning (c.f . spatial intelligence [9]).
Abstract
The question of "representation" is central in the context
of dense simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM).
Newer learning-based approaches have the potential to
leverage data or task performance to directly inform the
choice of representation. However, learning representa-
tions for SLAM has been an open question, because tra-
ditional SLAM systems are not end-to-end differentiable.
In this work, we present ∇SLAM (gradSLAM), a dif-
ferentiable computational graph take on SLAM. Leveraging
the automatic differentiation capabilities of computational
graphs, ∇SLAM enables the design of SLAM systems that
allow for gradient-based learning across each of their com-
ponents, or the system as a whole. This is achieved by cre-
ating differentiable alternatives for each non-differentiable
component in a typical dense SLAM system. Specifically,
we demonstrate how to design differentiable trust-region
optimizers, surface measurement and fusion schemes, as
well as differentiate over rays, without sacrificing perfor-
mance. This amalgamation of dense SLAM with computa-
*Correspondence to krrish94 [at] gmail [dot] com.
†No∇ students were harmed in the making of this work.
tional graphs enables us to backprop all the way from 3D
maps to 2D pixels, opening up new possibilities in gradient-
based learning for SLAM.
A short video explaining the paper and showcasing the
results can be found at https://youtu.be/2ygtSJTmo08.
TL;DR: We leverage the power of automatic differentia-
tion frameworks to make dense SLAM differentiable.
1. Introduction
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) has—
for decades—been a central problem in robot perception
and state estimation. A large portion of the SLAM litera-
ture has focused either directly or indirectly on the question
of map representation. This fundamental choice dramati-
cally impacts the choice of processing blocks in the SLAM
pipeline, as well as all other downstream tasks that depend
on the outpus of the SLAM system. Of late, gradient-based
learning approaches have transformed the outlook of several
domains (Eg. image recognition [26], language modeling
[43], speech recognition [19]). However, such techniques
have had limited success in the context of SLAM, primarily
since many of the elements in the standard SLAM pipeline
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are not differentiable. A fully differentiable SLAM system
would enable task-driven representation learning since the
error signals indicating task performance could be back-
propagated all the way through the SLAM system, to the
raw sensor observations.
This is particularly true for dense 3D maps generated
from RGB-D cameras, where there has been a lack of con-
sensus on the right representation (pointclouds, meshes,
surfels, etc.). Several methods have demonstrated a ca-
pability for producing dense 3D maps from sequences of
RGB or RGB-D frames [23, 31, 45]. However, none of
these methods are able to solve the inverse mapping prob-
lem, i.e., answer the question: “How much does a specific
pixel-measurement contribute to the resulting 3D map"?
Formally, we desire an the expression that relates a pixel
in an image (or in general, a sensor measurement s) to a
3D map M of the environment. We propose to solve this
through the development of a differentiable mapping func-
tionM = GSLAM (s). Then the gradient of that mapping
∇sM can intuitively tell us that perturbing the sensor mea-
surement s by an infinitesimal δs causes the map M to
change by ∇sGSLAM (s)δs.
Central to our goal of realizing a fully differentiable
SLAM system are computational graphs, which underlie
most gradient-based learning techniques. We make the
observations that, if an entire SLAM system can be de-
composed into elementary operations, all of which are
differentiable, we could compose these elementary opera-
tions1 to preserve differentiability. However, modern dense
SLAM systems are quite sophisticated, with several non-
differentiable subsystems (optimizers, raycasting, surface
mapping), that make such a construct challenging.
We propose ∇SLAM (gradSLAM), a differentiable
computational graph view of SLAM. We show how all non-
differentiable functions in SLAM can be realised as smooth
mappings. First, we propose a differentiable trust region op-
timizer for nonlinear least squares systems. Building on it,
we present differentiable strategies of mapping, raycasting,
and global measurement fusion.
The ∇SLAM framework is very general, and can be ex-
tended to any existing SLAM system and make it differen-
tiable2. In Sec. 4, we provide three examples of SLAM
systems that can be realized as differentiable computa-
tion graphs: implicit-surface mapping (Kinectfusion [31]),
surfel-based mapping (PointFusion [23]), and iterative clos-
est point (ICP) mapping (ICP-SLAM). We show that the
differentiable approaches maintain similar performance to
their non-differentiable counterparts, with the added advan-
tage that they allow gradients to flow through them.
To foster further research on differentiable SLAM sys-
1Again, using differentiable composition operators.
2In some cases, analytical or numerical approximations may be re-
quired.
tems and their applications to spatially-grounded learn-
ing, we will make ∇SLAM available as an open-source
framework3. For more videos, results, etc. please visit
http://montrealrobotics.ca/gradSLAM/.4
2. Related Work
Several works in recent years have applied recent ma-
chine learning advances to SLAM or have reformulated a
subset of components of the full SLAM system in a differ-
entiable manner.
2.1. Learning-based SLAM approaches
There is a large body of work in deep learning-
based SLAM systems. For example, CodeSLAM [2] and
SceneCode [47] attempt to represent scenes using compact
codes that represent. 2.5D depth map. DeepTAM [48]
trains a tracking network and a mapping network, which
learn to reconstruct a voxel representation from a pair of
images. CNN-SLAM [41] extends LSD-SLAM [11], a pop-
ular monocular SLAM system, to use single-image depth
predictions from a convnet. Another recent trend has been
to try to formulate the SLAM problem over higher level fea-
tures such as objects, which may be detected with learned
detectors [46] [30] [34]. DeBrandandere et al. [3] perform
lane detection by backpropagating least squares residuals
into a frontend module. Recent work has also formulated
the passive [24] and active localization problems [4, 13] in
an end-to-end differentiable manner. While all of these ap-
proaches try to leverage differentiability in submodules of
SLAM systems (eg. odometry, optimization, etc.), there is
no single framework that models an entire SLAM pipeline
as a differentiable graph.
2.2. Differentiable visual odometry
The beginnings of differentiable visual odometry can be
traced back to the seminal Lucas-Kanade iterative matching
algorithm [29]. Kerl et al. [25]5 apply the Lucas-Kanade al-
gorithm to perform real-time dense visual odometry. Their
system is differentiable, and has been extensively used for
self-supervised depth and motion estimation [12, 28, 49].
Coupled with the success of Spatial Transformer Netowrks
(STNs) [22], several libraries (gvnn [17], kornia [10]) have
since implemented these techniques as differentiable layers,
for use in neural networks.
However, extending differentiability beyond the two-
view case (frame-frame alignment) is not straightforward.
Global consistency necessitates fusing measurements from
live frames into a global model (model-frame alignment),
which is not trivially differentiable.
3An earlier version of this manuscript is under review. We intend to
open-source our framework by the end of January, 2020.
4The URL is case-sensitive.
5The formulation first appeared in Steinbrüker et al. [38].
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2.3. Differentiable optimization
Some approaches have recently proposed to learn the
optimization of nonlinear least squares objective functions.
This is motivated by the fact that similar cost functions have
similar loss landscapes, and learning methods can help con-
verge faster, or potentially to better minima.
In BA-Net [40], the authors learn to predict the damping
coefficient of the Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer, while
in LS-Net [5], the authors entirely replace the Levenberg-
Marquard optimizer by an LSTM netowrk [20] that pre-
dicts update steps. In GN-Net [44], a differentiable ver-
sion of the Gauss-Newton loss is used to show better ro-
bustness to weather conditions. RegNet [16] employs a
learning-based optimization approach based on photomet-
ric error for image-to-image pose registration. However, all
the aforementioned approaches require the training of addi-
tional neural nets and this requirement imposes severe lim-
itations on the generalizability. OptNet [1] introduces dif-
ferentiable optimization layers for quadratic programs, that
do not involve learnable parameters.
Concurrently, Grefenstette et al. [14] propose to unroll
optimizers as computational graphs, which allows for com-
putation of arbitrarily higher order gradients. Our proposed
differentiable Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer is similar in
spirit, with the addition of gating functions to result in better
gradient flows.
In summary, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
single approach that models the entire SLAM pipeline as a
differentiable model, and it is this motivation that underlies
∇SLAM.
3.∇SLAM
In this section we will overview our proposed method for
∇SLAM and also detail the individual differentiable sub-
components.
3.1. Preliminaries: Computational graphs
Figure 2. An example computational graph. Nodes in red represent
variables. Nodes in blue represent operations on variables. Edges
represent data flow. This graph computes the function 3(xy + z).
In gradient-based learning architectures, all functions
and approximators are conventionally represented as com-
putational graphs. Formally, a computation graph is a di-
rected acyclic graph G = (V, E), where each node v ∈ V
holds an operand or an operator, and each (directed) edge
e ∈ E indicates the control flow in the graph. Further, each
Figure 3. Computational graph for∇LM
node in the graph also specifies computation rules for the
gradient of the outputs of the node with respect to the in-
puts to the node. Computational graphs can be nested and
composed in about any manner, whilst preserving differen-
tiability. An example computation graph for the function
3(xy + z) is shown in Fig. 2.
In a standard SLAM pipeline there are several subsys-
tems/components that are not differentiable (i.e., for a few
forward computations in the graph, gradients are unspeci-
fiable). For example, in the context of dense 3D SLAM
[31] [23], nonlinear least squares modules, raycasting rou-
tines, and discretizations are non-diffrentiable. Further, for
several operations such as index selection / sampling, gra-
dients exist, but are zero almost everywhere, which result in
extremely sparse gradient flows.
3.2.Method Overview
The objective of ∇SLAM is to make every computa-
tion in SLAM exactly realised as a composition of differ-
entiable functions6. Broadly, the sequence of operations in
dense SLAM systems can be termed as odometry estimation
(frame-to-frame alignment), map building (model-to-frame
alignment/local optimization), and global optimization. An
overview of the approach is shown in 1.
First, we provide a description of the precise issues
that render nearly all of the aforementioned modules non-
differentiable, and propose differntiable counterparts for
each module. Finally, we show that the proposed differen-
tiable variants allow the realization of several classic dense
mapping algorithms (KinectFusion [31], PointFusion [23],
ICP-SLAM) in the∇SLAM framework.7
3.3. ∇LM: A differentiable nonlinear least squares
solver
Most state-of-the-art SLAM solutions optimize nonlin-
ear least squares objectives to obtain local/globally consis-
tent estimates of the robot state and the map. Such ob-
jectives are of the form 12
∑
r(x)2, where r(x) is a non-
linear function of residuals. Example application scenar-
ios that induce this nonlinear least squares form include vi-
sual odometry, depth measurement registration (e.g., ICP),
and pose-graph optimization among others. Such objective
6Wherever exact differentiable realizations are not possible, we desire
as-exact-as-possible realizations.
7That is, realizable as fully differentiable computational graphs.
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functions are minimized using a succession of linear ap-
proximations (r(x+ δx)|x=x0 = r(x0) + J(x0)δx), us-
ing Gauss-Newton (GN) or Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
solvers. GN solvers are extremely sensitive to intialization,
numerical precision, and moreover, provide no guarantees
on non-divergent behavior. Hence most SLAM systems use
LM solvers.
Trust-region methods (such as LM) are not differentiable
as at each optimization step, they involve recalibration of
optimizer parameters, based on a lookahead operation over
subsequent iterates [27]. Specifically, after a new iterate
is computed, LM solvers need to make a discrete decision
between damping or undamping the linear system. Fur-
thermore, when undamping, the iterate must be restored to
its previous value. This discrete switching behavior of LM
does not allow for gradient flow in the backward pass.
Figure 4. An example curve fitting problem, showing that ∇LM
performs near-identical to LM, with the added advantage of being
fully differentiable.
We propose a computationally efficient soft
reparametrization of the damping mechanism to en-
able differentiability in LM solvers. Our key insight is that,
if r0 = r(x0)Tr(x0) is the norm of the error at the current
iterate, and r1 = r(x1)Tr(x1) is the norm of the error
at the lookahead iterate, the value of r1 − r0 determines
whether to damp or to undamp. And, only when we choose
to undamp, we revert to the current iterate. We define
two smooth gating functions Qx and Qλ based on the
generalized logistic function [36] to update the iterate and
determine the next damping coefficient.
λ1 = Qλ(r0, r1) = λmin +
λmax − λmin
1 +De−σ(r1−r0)
Qx(r0, r1) = x0 +
δx0
1 + e−(r1−r0)
(1)
where D and σ are tunable parameters that control the
falloff [36]. Also [λmin, λmax] is the range of values the
damping function can assume. Notice that this smooth pa-
rameterization of the LM update allows the optimizer to
be expressed as a fully differentiable computational graph
(Fig. 3).
M
I
project M to I
intersect
Ma
Pa
soft association exp(− r(Pvalid)22σ2 )
K(Pa) Pvalid
update surface measurement
map fusion
Figure 5. Computation graph for the differentiable mapping
module. The uncolored boxes indicate intermediate variables,
while the colored boxes indicate processing blocks. Note that
the specific choice of the functions for update surface
measurement and map fusion depend on the map represen-
tation used.
It must be noted that this scheme can be modified to ac-
commodate other kinds of gating functions, such as hyper-
bolic curves. We however, choose the above gating func-
tions, as they provide sufficient flexibility. A thorough treat-
ment of the impact of the choice of gating functions on per-
formance is left for future work.
3.4. Differentiable mapping
Another non-smooth operation in dense SLAM is map
construction (surface measurement). For example, consider
a global map M being built in the reference frame of the
first image-sensor measurement I0. When a new frame Ik
arrives at time k, dense SLAM methods need to align the
surface measurement being made in the live frame, with the
map M. Notwithstanding the specific choice of map rep-
resentation (i.e., pointclouds, signed-distances, surfels), a
generic surface alignment process comprises the following
steps.
1. The mapM is intersection-tested with the live frame,
to determine the active set Ma of map elements, and
the active set of image pixels Pa. The remaing map
elements are clipped.
2. Active image pixels Pa are checked for measurement
validity (e.g., missing depth values / blurry pixels,
etc.). This results in a valid active set of image pixls
Pvalid
3. The set of pixels in Pvalid is backprojected to 3D and
compared with the map. At this stage, it must be dis-
cerned whether these pixels measure existing elements
inMa, or if they measure a new set of elements that
need to be added to the global map.
4. Once the above decision is made, these surface mea-
surements are fused into the global map. The choice
of the fusion mechanism is dependent on the underly-
ing representation of each map element (points, sur-
fels, TSDF, etc.).
The above process involves a number of differentiable
yet non-smooth operations (clipping, indexing, threshold-
ing, new/old decision, active/inactive decision, etc.). Al-
though the above sequence of operations can be represented
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as a computation graph, it will not necessarily serve our
purpose here since, even though (local) derivatives can be
defined for operations such as clipping, indexing, thresh-
olding, and discrete decisions, these derivatives exist only
at that single point. The overall function represented by
the computation graph will have undefined gradients "al-
most everywhere" (akin to step functions). We propose to
mitigate this issue by making the functions locally smooth.
Concretely, we propose the following corrective measures.
1. The surface measurement made by each valid pixel p
in the live frame (i.e., p ∈ Pvalid) is not a function of
p alone. Rather, it is the function of the pixel p and its
(active/inactive) neighbours nbd(p), as determined by
a kernel K(p, nbd(p)).
2. When a surface measurement is transformed to the
global frame, rather than using a hard (one-one) as-
sociation between a surface measurement and a map
element, we use a soft association to multiple map el-
ements, in accordance with the sensor characteristics.
3. Every surface measurement is, by default, assumed to
represent a new map element, which is passed to a dif-
ferentiable fusion step (c.f . Sec 3.5).
The kernel K(p, nbd(p)) can be a discrete approxima-
tion (e.g., constant within a pixel) or can vary at the sub-
pixel level, based on the choice of the falloff function. For
faster computation and coarse gradients, we use a bilinear
interpolation kernel. While bilinear interpolation is a sen-
sible approximation for image pixels, this is often a poor
choice for use in 3D soft associations. For forming 3D as-
sociations, we leverage characteristics of RGB-D sensors in
defining the soft falloff functions. Specifically, we compute,
for each point P in the live surface measurement, a set of
closest candidate points in a region exp
(
− r(P )22σ2
)
, where
r(P ) is the radial depth of the point from the camera ray,
and σ affects the falloff region.8
3.5. Differentiable map fusion
The aforementioned differentiable mapping strategy,
while providing us with a smooth observation model, also
causes an undesirable effect: the number of map elements
increases in proportion with exploration time. However,
map elements should ideally increase with proportion to the
explored volume of occupied space, rather than with explo-
ration time. Conventional dense mapping techniques (e.g.,
KinectFusion [31], PointFusion [23]) employ this through
fusion of redundant observations of the same map element.
As a consequence, the recovered map has a more manage-
able size, but more importantly, the reconstruction quality
8This is a well-known falloff function, usually with Kinect-style depth
sensors [6, 23, 32].
improves greatly. While most fusion strategies are differ-
entiable (eg. [23, 31]), they impose falloff thresholds that
cause an abrupt change in gradient flow at the truncation
point. We use a logistic falloff function, similar to Eq. 1, to
ease gradient flow through these truncation points.
3.6. Differentiable ray backprojection
pc
Rc
d(pc)
intersect ( pc,M )
vc
Φ(Vc)
N (d(pc), σr)
σr
Figure 6. Ray differentials: Inset shows the computation graph of
the ray value computation. The dashed rectangle is not differen-
tiable, and its derivatives are approximated as shown in Eq 2
Some dense SLAM systems [31,45] perform global pose
estimation by raycasting a map to a live frame. Such an op-
eration inherently involves non-differentiable steps. First,
from each pixel in the image, a ray from the camera is
backprojected, and its intersection with the first map ele-
ment along the direction of the ray is determined. This in-
volves marching along the ray until a map element is found,
or until we exit the bounds of reconstruction. Usual (non-
differentiable) versions of ray marching use max-min accel-
eration schemes [33] or rely on the existence of volumetric
signed distance functions [31]. Several attempts have been
made to make the raycasting operation differentiable. Scene
representation networks [37] proposes to predict ray march-
ing steps using an LSTM. In other works such as DRC [42]
and WS-GAN [15], the authors pool over all voxels along
a ray to compute the potential of a ray. In this work, we
make one enhancement to the ray pooling operation. We
pool over all voxels along a ray, but have a Gaussian falloff
defined around the depth measurement of the image pixel
through which the ray passes. Further, we use finite dif-
ferences to compute the derivative of the ray potential with
respect to the pixel neighbourhood. We use the finite differ-
ences based ray differentials defined in Igehy et al. [21]. If
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pc is the image pixel that the ray Rc pierces, and Vc = {vc}
is the set of all voxels it pierces, then the aggregated value
of the ray is denoted vc (with respect to an aggregation
function Φ(ψ(vc) ∀vc ∈ Vc)). The aggregation function
simply multiplies each value ψ(vc) with the density of the
Gaussian fallof at vc, and normalizes them. Similarly vl, vr,
vu, and vb are the aggregated values of rays emanating from
the pixels to the left, right, above, and below pc respectively.
Then, the partial derivative ∂vc∂c can be approximated as
∂vc
∂pc
=
(
(vr − vl)/2
(vu − vd)/2
)
(2)
An illustration of the ray differential computation
scheme can be found in Fig. 6.
4. Case Studies: KinectFusion, PointFusion,
and ICP-SLAM
To demonstrate the applicability of the ∇SLAM frame-
work, we leverage the differentiable computation graphs
specified in Sec 3 and compose them to realise three practi-
cal SLAM solutions. In particular, we implement differen-
tiable versions of the KinectFusion [31] algorithm that con-
structs TSDF-based volumetric maps, the PointFusion [23]
algorithm that constructs surfel maps, and a pointcloud-only
SLAM framework that we call ICP-SLAM.
4.1. KinectFusion
Recall that KinectFusion [31] alternates between track-
ing and mapping phases. In the tracking phase, the entire
up-to-date TSDF volume is raycast onto the live frame, to
enable a point-to-plane ICP that aligns the live frame to the
raycast model. Subsequently, in the mapping phase, surface
measurements from the current frame are fused into the vol-
ume, using the TSDF fusion method proposed in [31]. The
surface measurement is given as (c.f . [31])
sdf(p) = trunc(‖K−1x‖−12 ‖t− p‖2 − depth(x))
trunc(sdf) = min(1,
sdf
µ
)(sign(sdf)) iff sdf ≥ −µ
(3)
Here, p is the location of a voxel in the camera frame, and
x = bpi(Kp)c is the live frame pixel to which p projects
to. µ is a parameter that determines the threshold beyond
which a surface measurement is invalid. However, we note
that the floor operator is non-differentiable "almost every-
where". Also, the truncation operator, while differentiable
within a distance of µ from the surface, is abruptly trun-
cated, which hinders gradient flow . Instead, we again use a
generalized logistic function [36] to create a smooth trunca-
tion, which provides better-behaved gradients at the trunca-
tion boundary. The other steps involved here, such as ray-
casting, ICP, etc. are already differentiable in the ∇SLAM
framework (c.f . Sec 3). Fusion of surface measurements
is perfomed using the same approach as in [31] (weighted
averaging of TSDFs).
4.2. PointFusion
As a second example, we implement PointFusion [23],
which incrementally fuses surface measurements to obtain
a global surfel map. Surfel maps compare favourably to
volumetric maps due to their reduced memory usage.9 We
closely follow our differentiable mapping formulation (c.f .
Sec 3.4) and use surfels as map elements. We adopt the
fusion rules from [23] to perform map fusion.
4.3. ICP-SLAM
As a baseline example, we implement a simple point-
cloud based SLAM technique, which uses ICP to incremen-
tally register pointclouds to a global pointcloud set. In par-
ticular, we implement two systems. The first one aligns ev-
ery pair of consecutive incoming frames, to obtain an odom-
etry estimate (also referred to as frame-to-frame alignment
or ICP-Odometry). The second variant performs what we
call frame-to-model alignment (ICP-SLAM). That is, each
incoming frame is aligned (using ICP) with a pointcloud
containing the entire set of points observed thus far.
5. Experiments and results
5.1. Differentiable optimization
In Sec 3.3, we introduced two generalized logistic func-
tions Qλ and Qx to compute the damping functions as well
as the subsequent iterates. We conduct multiple experi-
ments to verify the impact of this approximation on the per-
formance (convergence speed, quality of solution) of non-
linear least squares solvers.
We first design a test suite of nonlinear curve fitting prob-
lems (inspiration from [5]), to measure the performance of
∇LM to its non-differentiable counterpart. We consider
three nonlinear functions, viz. exponential, sine, and sinc,
each with three parameters a, t, and w.
f(x) = a exp
(
− (x− t)
2
2w2
)
f(x) = sin(ax+ tx+ w)
f(x) = sinc(ax+ tx+ w)
(4)
For each of these functions, we uniformly sample the
parameters p = {a, t, w} to create a suite of ground-
truth curves, and uniformly sample an initial guess p0 =
{a0, t0, w0} in the interval [−6, 6]. We sample 100 problem
instances for each of the three functions. We run a variety of
optimizers (such as gradient descent (GD), Gauss-Newton
9On the flipside, surfel-based algorithms are harder to parallelize com-
pared to volumetric fusion.
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Tmax = 10 iters Exponential Sine Sinc
GD GN LM ∇LM GD GN LM ∇LM GD GN LM ∇LM
‖apred − agt‖2 0.422 0.483 0.483 0.483 0.379 0.341 0.342 0.342 2.929 0.304 0.304 0.304
‖tpred − tgt‖2 0.606 0.50 0.550 0.550 0.222 0.359 0.360 0.360 3.024 0.304 0.304 0.040
‖wpred − wgt‖2 1.268 0.667 0.075 0.075 1.215 0.080 0.084 0.085 0.462 10−7 0.023 10−4
‖f(x)pred − f(x)gt‖2 0.716 0.160 0.163 0.160 0.666 0.148 0.152 0.148 0.700 5× 10−8 0.005 4× 10−5
Tmax = 50 iters
‖apred − agt‖2 0.365 0.275 0.231 0.275 0.486 0.429 0.434 0.434 3.329 0.380 0.380 0.380
‖tpred − tgt‖2 0.263 0.219 0.231 0.218 0.519 0.455 0.459 0.460 2.739 0.380 0.380 0.380
‖wpred − wgt‖2 1.220 0.205 0.007 0.369 1.327 0.273 0.376 0.383 0.383 2× 10−7 0.202 4× 10−5
‖f(x)pred − f(x)gt‖2 0.669 0.083 0.004 0.078 0.673 0.153 0.153 0.151 0.795 2× 10−7 0.005 3× 10−5
Tmax = 100 iters
‖apred − agt‖2 0.431 0.475 0.480 0.487 0.486 0.429 0.434 0.434 2.903 0.196 0.196 0.196
‖tpred − tgt‖2 0.466 0.311 0.378 0.323 0.519 0.455 0.459 0.460 2.847 0.196 0.196 0.196
‖wpred − wgt‖2 1.140 0.364 0.066 0.065 1.327 0.273 0.376 0.382 0.601 10−7 0.026 9× 10−5
‖f(x)pred − f(x)gt‖2 0.662 0.243 0.162 0.230 0.673 0.153 0.153 0.151 0.707 6× 10−8 0.005 4× 10−5
Table 1. ∇LM performs quite similarly to its non-differentiable counterpart, on a variety of non-linear functions, and at various stages of
optimization. Here, GD, GN, and LM refer to gradient descent, Gauss-Newton, and Levenberg-Marquardt optimizers respectively.
(GN), LM, and ∇LM) for a maximum of 10, 50, and 100
iterations. We compute the mean squared error in parame-
ter space (independently for each parameter a, t, w) as well
as in function space (i.e., ‖f(x)pred − f(x)gt‖2. Note that
these two errors are not necessarily linearly related, as the
interaction between the parameters and the function vari-
ables are highly nonlinear. The results are presented in Ta-
ble 4.2. It can be seen that ∇LM performs near-identically
to LM.
5.2. Comparitive analysis of case studies
In Sec 4, we implemented KinectFusion [31], PointFu-
sion [23], and ICP-SLAM as differentiable computational
graphs. Here, we present an analysis of how each of the ap-
proaches compare to their non-differentiable counterparts.
Table 2 shows the trajectory tracking performance of the
non-differentiable and differentiable (∇) versions of ICP-
Odometry, ICP-SLAM, and PointFusion. We observe no
virtual change in performance when utilizing the differen-
tiable mapping modules and∇LM for optimization. This is
computed over split subsets of the living_room_traj0
sequence.
We also evaluate the reconstruction quality of ∇-
KinectFusion with that of Kintinuous [45]. On a subsec-
tion of the living_room_traj0 sequence of the ICL-
NUIM [18] benchmark, the surface reconstruction quality
of Kintinuous is 18.625, while that of differentiable Kinect-
Fusion is 21.301 (better). However, this quantity is mis-
leading, as Kintinuous only retains a subset of high confi-
dence points in the extracted mesh, while our differentiable
KinectFusion outputs (see Fig. 8) contain a few noisy arti-
facts, due to our smooth truncation functions.
Method ATE RPE
ICP-Odometry (non-differentiable) 0.029 0.0318
∇ICP-Odometry 0.01664 0.0237
ICP-SLAM (non-differentiable) 0.0282 0.0294
∇ICP-SLAM 0.01660 0.0204
PointFusion (non-differentiable) 0.0071 0.0099
∇PointFusion 0.0072 0.0101
KinectFusion (non-differentiable) 0.013 0.019
∇KinectFusion 0.016 0.021
Table 2. Performance of ∇SLAM. The differentiable counter-
parts perform nearly similar to their non-differentiable counter-
parts (ATE: Absolute Trajectory Error, RPE: Relative Pose Error).
5.3. Qualitative results
∇SLAM works out of the box on multiple other RGB-
D datasets. Specifically, we present qualitative results of
running our differentiable SLAM systems on RGB-D se-
quences from the TUM RGB-D dataset [39], ScanNet [7],
as well as on an in-house sequence captured from an Intel
RealSense D435 camera.
Fig. 9- 11 show qualitative results obtained by running
∇SLAM on a variety of sequences from the TUM RGB-
D benchmark (Fig. 9), ScanNet (Fig. [7]), and an in-house
sequence (Fig. 11). These differentiable SLAM systems
all execute fully on the GPU, and are capable of comput-
ing gradients with respect to any intermediate variable (Eg.
camera poses, pixel intensities/depths, optimization param-
eters, camera intrinsics, etc.).
5.4. Analysis of Gradients
The computational graph approach of ∇SLAM allows
us to recover meaningful gradients of 2D (or 2.5D) mea-
surements with respect to a 3D surface reconstruction. In
Fig. 12, the top row shows an RGB-D image differentiably
transformed—using ∇SLAM—into a (noisy) TSDF sur-
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Figure 7.∇LM performs comparably to LM optimizers. In this figure, we show example curve fitting problems from the test suite.
KinectFusion PointFusion ICP-Odometry ICP-SLAM
Figure 8. Qualitative results: On the living room lr kt0 sequence of the ICL-NUIM dataset [18]. The reconstructions are near-
identical to their non-differentiable counterparts. However, distinct from classic SLAM approaches, these reconstructions allow for gradi-
ents to flow from a 3D map element all the way to the entire set of pixel-space measurements of that element.
Figure 9. Reconstruction obtained upon running the dif-
ferentiable ICP-Odometry pipeline on a subsection of the
rgbd_dataset_freiburg1_xyz sequence.
face measurement, and then compared to a more precise
global TSDF map. Elementwise comparision of aligned
volumes gives us a reconstruction error, whose gradients
are backpropagated through to the input depthmap using
the computational graph maintained by ∇SLAM (and vi-
sualized in the depth image space). In the second row, we
intentionally introduce an occluder that masks out a small
(40× 40) region in the RGB-D image, thereby introducing
a reconstruction artifact. Computing the volumetric error
between the global and local occluded TSDF volumes and
inspecting the gradients with respect to the input indicates
the per pixel contribution of the occluding surface to the
volumetric error. Thus, ∇SLAM provides a rich interpreta-
tion of the computed gradients: they denote the contribution
of each pixel towards the eventual 3D reconstruction.
6. Conclusion
We introduce ∇SLAM, a differentiable computational
graph framework that enables gradient-based learning for
a large set of localization and mapping based tasks, by pro-
viding explicit gradients with respect to the input image and
depth maps. We demonstrate a diverse set of case stud-
ies, and showcase how the gradients propogate throughout
the tracking, mapping, and fusion stages. Future efforts
will enable ∇SLAM to be directly plugged into and op-
timized in conjunction with downstream tasks. ∇SLAM
can also enable a variety of self-supervised learning appli-
cations, as any gradient-based learning architecture can now
be equipped with a sense of spatial understanding.
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A.∇SLAM: Library
In this paper, we demonstrated that classical dense
SLAM systems such as KinectFusion [31], PointFusion
[23], and ICP-SLAM can all be realized as differentiable
computations. However, the set of differentiable modules
introduced herein can be used to construct several newer
differentiable SLAM systems. To this end, we intend to
make the ∇SLAM framework publicly available as open-
source software (anticipated release date: late January,
2020).
∇SLAM is built on top of PyTorch [35], a reverse-mode
automatic differentiation library that supports computation
over multi-dimensional arrays (often misnomered tensors).
At the time of writing this article, ∇SLAM supports the
following functionality10:
1. Non-linear least squares optimization
2. Depth-based perspective warping (dense visual odom-
etry [25])
3. Point-to-plane ICP
4. Raycasting
5. TSDF volumetric fusion
10All of these operations are performed fully differentiably.
11
6. PointFusion (surfel map building)
7. ICP-SLAM
8. Boilerplate operations (Lie algebraic utilities, differen-
tiable vertex and normal map computation, etc.)
∇SLAM is intended to be an out-of-the-box PyTorch-
based SLAM framework. Currently, it interfaces with pop-
ular datasets such as ScanNet [7], TUM RGB-D bench-
mark [39], etc. By the time of release, we plan on extend-
ing functionality to other popular datasets, and also focus
on real-time performance. Currently, low resolution recon-
structions (for example, a 128 × 128 × 128 TSDF volume
runs at about 10Hz on a medium-end laptop GPU (NVIDIA
GeForce 1060).
For more details on release timelines, and for more visu-
alizations/results, one can visit this webpage.
B. Frequently asked questions (FAQ)
1. Q: So, ∇SLAM is just classical dense SLAM,
implemented using an autograd-compatible lan-
guage/library?
A: Yes and no. Technically, while it is possible
to “simply" implement dense SLAM in an autograd-
compatible library (eg. PyTorch [35]), in such a
case the obtained gradients would not be meaning-
ful enough, to be used in a gradient-based learning
pipeline. We believe that ∇SLAM addresses many
such problems (of the gradients being zero “almost ev-
erywhere", akin to impulse functions).
2. Q: The paper paints a rosy side of ∇SLAM. What are
some of the shortcomings of the framework?
A: Unrolling each computation in dense SLAM as a
graph requires an enormous amount of memory. For
example, running a differentiable KinectFusion [31]
algorithm using a coarse voxel resolution 128× 128×
128 ends up requiring 6GB of GPU memory on av-
erage. This severely restricts the size of scenes that
can be reconstructed in this framework. That is one
of the primary concerns we are tackling at the mo-
ment. Another aspect of ∇SLAM we are improving
upon is to add more robust (differentiable) filters into
several stages of the pipeline, such as ICP, photomet-
ric warping, etc. We are also working on getting in
M-estimators into the optimization routine.
3. Q: What is the application of such a system? A:
We envisage a plethora of applications for a differen-
tiable SLAM system, ranging from enabling spatially-
grounded learning, to self-supervision, to task-oriented
learning and beyond. We believe that∇SLAM greatly
benefits by following the same modular structure as
conventional SLAM systems. This could potentially
allow localized learning in only submodules of a
SLAM system that actually need to be learnt.
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